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ABSTRACT

In the context of Quantum Gravity, we study the evolution of

Schwarzschild black-holes. The superspace of the theory is restric-

ted to a class of geometries that contains the Schwarzschild solu -

tion for different masses as well as other geometries with diffe -

rent topologies. We show that black-holes are topologically stable

under quantum fluctuations but unstable under quantum processes of

emission and absorption of gravitons. We find that the probability

of emission behaves as exp(- oc (Mf - M.)),where M. and Mf are the

masses associated to the initial and final states, respectively and

<?C is a positive constant of the order of 1. As the black-hole

looses mass it evolves. towards a state corresponding to a black-hole

of very small mass that cannot be distinguished from a pure gravi -

ton state.

Key-words: Quantum gravity; Topology fluctuation in general relati-

vity; Quantum stability of black-holes; Wheeler-DeWitt

equation black-hole solution.
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A consistent theory of Quantum Gravity (QG) should at least

give an answer to the following problems I*1""3*: l) dynamical flue -

tuations of the spacetime topology; 2) quantum decay of black-holes

(BHs); 3) singularities in General Relativity. Classically, the ac-

tion is stationary with respect to local variations of the geometry,

in the neighborhood of a solution of Einstein's equations with a £±

xed topology. Quantum mechanically, however, there is no reason for

the geometry not to tunnel between two distinct topological configu

f4—91rations J, in spite of the fact that changing the topology may

imply a singular transformation in the spacetiroe manifold. This

means that the system might have to go through an infinite energy -

or action - barrier.

On the other hand, it is generally accepted that although BHs

are classically stable, they can decay via emission of quantum me -

chanical particles .It must be emphasized that this effect is

inferred from a semi-classical approximation where the gravitatio -

nal field is classical. If the gravitational field itself were to

be quantized one should also expect a BH to decay into gravitons.

To the best of our knowledge no suitable model has been proposed to

analyse this issue. The basic obstacle in this case is the fact

that the number of degrees of freedom in the BH geometry is so res-

tricted by the symmetries imposed on the system that no process can

take place* J. This could be circumvented by the introduction of

new dynamical variables enlarging the phase space containing the BH

geometry.
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In the context of the Wheeler-DeWitt approach to QG^1'2' we e-

xamine the above mentioned issues for geometries that in principle

allow for topological transitions and quantum decay of BHs.

Singularities are predicted in classical gravity to occur in

two situations: at the beginning of the present expansion of the u-

niverse (big-bang) and in the collapse of isolated regions of high-

mass concentration (BHs)' '. It has been widely discussed whether

quantum effects can avoid singularities in cosmological solu —

tions1 ' .In the BH case it is not known whether the singularity

will eventually disappear or will stabilize in a mini-BH of finite

size. This question is clearly related to*the quantum decay of BHs

and it will be treated in the model proposed here.

Let us consider the Schwarzschild-like geometries described by

ds2= N2(r,t) dt2 - 4~2(r,t) dr2 - r2 K2(0,t) (dfi2 + sin2? df) , <!>

where A (r,t) = ( X (t) - 2M/r)1/'2, M a constant. This corresponds

to the simplest extension of the static BH geometry which allows

for dynamical fluctuations sufficient to examine in the quantum ve£

sion of the theory topological changes and evolution of BHs. In ge-

neral, A and K are taken as time dependent functions. For particu-

lar choices of N, /\ and K, the metric (1) describes classical solu-

tions. If N- A and A is a constant, the case A > 0 , K=l/yf\ is a

Schwarzschild BH; "\ =0, K=1/sin9 is a Kasner universe; A< 0,

a Bianchi III universe. In particular, we note that
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for different values of \ these configurations have different topo

logies, at least in the cases for which the classical solutions e -

xist.

The Hilbert-Einstein action for the metric (1) reduces*14* to

the ADM action115'161

Clearly, ̂  and K are the only dynamical degrees of freedom and N is

a Lagrange multiplier. Starting from action (2) above, once can cal̂

culate the canonical momenta A* and /̂  ,-and construct the Hamilto
" A C ~

nian of the theory. Since N is a Lagrange multiplier, its canonical

momentum is a primary constraint ~JL #0. The preservation in time

of this constraint, in turn, means that the Hamiltonian is itself a

constraint

[

where

We remark that for any choice of N, a classical configuration must

satisfy the constraint (3). Moreover, in the limit r-+<*>,

\K2 - 1 . 0 ,
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and since this must hold for any r, equation (5) is a necessary con

dition for classical configurations' . In what follows, we opt

for the gauge N=A, which makes the contribution of the surface

terms in (3) vanish1191.

According to Dirac's program , the quantum theory is cons —
A

tructed replacing uhe canonical momenta by 7f =-i '/

A =-i "l^k , and the constraint (3) by the restriction on the

Hilbert space of wave functions j( A ,K) ,

The Wheeler-DeWitt equation (6) describes the evolution of the am -

plitude j { A,K) on the minisuperspace of metrics (1). The order

for the operators in (6) was chosen so that the kinetic terra be the

f 211Laplace-BeItrami operator on the minisuperspace1 . We have also
A

subtracted an infinite.constant from H which corresponds to the in-

frared contributions to the zero-point energy, and which is identi-

cally zero in the case A K -1=0. We note that the boundary r=2M/^ ,

^ > 0, of the spacetime manifold arises from the need to have a sen

sible classical theory as a limit, namely the Hamiltonian density

(4) as the generator of time evolution. However, in the quantum re-

gime the restriction ^ > 0 is no longer necessary and the possibili

ty of quantum fluctuations of the signature and tunnelling between

different topologies is not excluded. Introducing new coordinates

((p*, yu.) in superspace through
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A - « "

equation (6) reads

(7)

where

K - e J <9)

The above choice of coordinates is appropriate for the BH sector,

A > 0. A topological transition would be signaled by the probabili-

ty density approaching a non-zero value as A-X).

f 221The hyperbolic character1 J of equation (8) has several conse

quences: (i) the minisuperspace has a "light-cone" structure; (ii)

the probability density is not positive-definite, and the one-part^

f 231
cle interpretation is not fully consistent (Klein's paradox ).

The light-cone structure will be used to interpret i * /^p- and

, as energy and momentum operators for the wave solutions of

equation (8). In spite of (ii), the one-particle interpretation will

be useful for the analysis of tcpclogical stability but for the dis

cuss ion of BH decay one may adopt the point of view of second quan-

tization.

From (9) we observe that the potential U is analytical through

out the plane ((^M*). U vanishes on the line 4yw.+7<T»0, that cor -

responds to the classical configurations (5). Above this line U is
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negative and it approaches - oo foryt«--*«o or r*-*«o ^ and below

this line 0-*.0+ as i*-*.— oo , and 0-^+oo as <^-*-*» . He note that

the points on the line U=0 correspond to classical Schwarzschild

BHs of masses

= M exp(-(T'/2) (10)

decreasing monotonically with <P*. (See fig. 1). The solutions of

(8) can be chosen so that in the region ju.-*~ eo they form a comple-

te set of plane waves. There we can prepare a wave packet and see

its evolution in the it-direction, which plays the role of time for

U > 0. Actually, when y"-< 0 and U > 0, the potential is a slowly

varying function of u, and one can approximately write

f*» C <P (*") where Rt^) satisfies the Schrodinger equation

-—- +~Whr)) f,((f)s Z*" <f (f) • T h e potential U(<7") produces a

strong damping of the wave functions # (<r) as tf—*-**, acting

as an infinite barrier. This means that in the eikonal approxima -

tion a wave packet centered somewhere in this region will be driven

to the region J ( 0 as M~ increases, necessarily crossing the line

of classical configurations U=0. The infinite potential barrier at

fp—t.pQ strongly suppresses the possibility of transition of the

system to configurations with A ^ 0. Therefore BHs are topological-

ly stable under quantum fluctuations that keep the geometry within

the class (1) .

For U < 0 the roles of space and time are interchanged between
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fcc and <T / and a similar analysis indicates that as (4AC + F" )-*•<*>

the potential becomes infinitely repulsive. Thus the future of any

wave packet lies in the region f-*+«»and /*•-*-*«, with Afju + f" < 0,

in the cikonal approximation.

In view of this we can assert that a classical BH is unstable,

in the sense that any wave packet centered on the line of classical

configurations, U=0, will be inevitably driven away by quantum

effects. Perturbatively these quantum states should appear as a BH

plus gravitons. Nevertheless the perturbative regime cannot be main

tained indefinitely, as the tendency is to evolve into a configura-

tion dominates by quantum effects. On the other hand, any state pre

pared in the region U > 0 will evolve towards the line U=0.

In a neighborhood of U=0, quantum processes can be analysed in

a perturbative scheme. For example, a transition from a state below

the line U=0 to a point on the line can be interpreted as the absor;

ption of gravitons by a BH,- increasing its mass. Also, a transition

from a state on the line U=0 to a point in a neighborhood above the

line can be interpreted as the eidssion of gravitons by a BH, decrea

sing its mass. These processes are schematically described in Fig.

2. One can calculate the relative probability of these processes in

a semi-classical approximation by evaluating the action along a

f 241
path1 ' going from U > 0 to U < 0. Taking the classical path tan -

gent to the straight line 7M-+ 4 0*=O (orthogonal to U=0 in the me -

trie (1,-D), we estimate the relative probability to be

exp(-
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where «C is a positive constant of the order of 1. The Masses M.

and M 2 are calculated using the formula M. = M exp(- (T./2) (cf. e -

quation (10)) which is not strictly valid off the line, but is a

good approximation for configurations close to the classical ones .

From (11) we see that the probability for emission is greater than

the probability for absorption of gravitons by BHs. This result

goes in the same direction as Hawking*s conclusion1 * about BH ra-

diance, in the sense that the probability of emission increases as

the BH looses mass. The above estimate does not furnish information

on the distribution function of the energy of gravitons; this issue

will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

At this point we would like to call the attention to the na -

ture of the line U=0. Let us consider a path reaching that line

from below, where M* plays the role of time. If the path goes in

the direction of increasing U. it can be viewed as the absorption

of a graviton by the BH*. Analogously, a path in the direction • of

decreasing u, corresponds to the emission of a negative energy gra-

viton, the BH reaching a final state on the classical line U=0 wirh

a smaller mass. By time-reversal, the latter process can be reinter

preted as the absorption of a graviton by a BH in the direction of

Increasing fx . By the same token all processes corresponding to

paths starting from the classical line into the region U < 0 can be

interpreted as emission of gravitons by BHs. In this region fplays

the role of time, and for increasing (f the final state of the BH

has a smaller mass. It is worth emphasizing that the line of classi^

cal states, U=0, acts as a, divide between emission and absorption
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processes. Furthermore , "space" and "time" have their roles inter-

changed as the line is crossed. In this sense, for quantum proces -

ses U-0 behaves similarly to the Schwarzschild horizon.

Finally, some commence should be made on the state that this

system will approach as it evolves. In view of the unstable nature

of BHs in the present scheme, a classical BH will inevitably ap -

proach a configuration with large number of gravitons produced at

the expense of its mass. Moreover, since any localized wave packet

will eventually spread out under the influence of the potential,

the final state will necessarily be a superposition of BHs states

of very small masses plus gravitons. The effective coupling for the

vertex of Fig. 2 is |u| and it approaches zero as the system evol -

ves. Thus the decay processes will fade out, producing a configura-

tion of non-interacting BHs and gravitons. From the semi-classical

approximation (11), the absorption and emission probabilities are

expected to approach zero at the same rate, as M
B H ~ * ° * Also, as

U-*0, it becomes impossible to distinguish between a state of a BH

of very small mass and a pure graviton state. To sur; up, the out -

come of the process will be a state of non-interacting, indistingui^

shable gravitons and mini-BHs.
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U < 0 , TIME DIRECTION

U>o, TIME

DIRECTION

Fig. 1 - The ((f,/*») minisupersyace. The line U=0 contains all the

classical BH states of decreasing masses as t^-^co . The

dotted curves are typical classical trajectories associa-

ted to equation (8). All these trajectories end up in the

hatched region.
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Fig. 2 - Absorption (a) and emission (b) of qravitons by a BH
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